M O D U L A R C O N TA I N M E N T

6', 7', and 8'
Sliding Doors
Installation Guide

6', 7', and 8' Sliding Doors Installation Guide
6' Sliding Doors: For an aisle width of 5'-11" to 6'-2"
7' Sliding Doors: For an aisle width of 6'-11" to 7'-2"
8' Sliding Doors: For an aisle width of 7'-11" to 8'-2"
Vertical Post positions are not able to be swapped as with the
4' Sliding Doors. To accommodate smaller aisles, please refer to the
Aisle Width Reduction Kit instructions on page 14.
NOTE:

Before You Begin
We recommend that you familiarize yourself with the contents of this
installation guide before beginning the installation process. Doing so
will save you a lot of time and effort. Including a review of this guide,
it shouldn’t take longer than twenty minutes to set up the AisleLok®
Sliding Doors. We highly recommenced two people for installation.
The bulk of this document covers tool-less installation on IT cabinets,
but there are also sections on mechanical attachment as well as set
up using one of our Adjustable Mounting Posts.

Although the AisleLok® Sliding Doors are very easy to assemble
and can typically be installed in just minutes, please read through
these instructions thoroughly for proper installation in your
environment. Should you have any installation issues, please
refer to the troubleshooting section of this guide on page 22.
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Installation Tips
GENERAL

While it is possible for a single person to install the Sliding Doors, we
recommend a two person installation team.
To get a better understanding of the installation process, please view the
Installation Overview and Timed Installation videos located on the Sliding
Doors page of the Upsite Technologies website.
DOOR ALIGNMENT

There are three types of Sliding Door alignment considerations: first is
aligning the seam between the doors where they meet, the second is
aligning the face of the doors, and the third is aligning the height of
the doors.
Seam Between Doors. Alignment of the seam between the doors is
achieved by placing spacers under the door hanger bracket as described
in the installation instructions (See page 8, Step 4.4, Fig. 4).
Door Height. In some cases, even with the doors meeting parallel, the
doors may hang at different heights. In these cases, additional Sliding
Door Shims can be placed under the hanger bracket on both sides of
the lower door to raise it to the height of the other door.
Placing Sliding Door Shims on Studs. When placing shims on the studs
attached to door slides it is not necessary to fully remove the doors. First
be sure that the thumb screws have been removed, and then lift up one
side of the door, pivoting the door on the other post. While one person
holds the door up another person can place shims on the desired stud.
When shims have been placed, the door can be lowered down and the
studs will align with the holes in the hanger bracket. This is much
simpler than removing the door completely.

Faces of Doors Not Flush. This is due to the cabinets not being
parallel/plum. The tops of the doors will always be aligned because they
are connected to the header. The alignment of the bottoms of the doors
is dependent on how plumb the cabinets are on each side. Use a level
and adjust the leveling feet until the cabinets are plumb.
PLACING DOOR PANELS ON HEADER

When placing the door panels on the header it can be challenging to align
the studs on the header with the holes in the hanger bracket attached to
the door. One way to make this process easier is to place the door panels
on the header an inch or two in the direction of being open, in other words
away from the center line, then slide the door panels towards the center
line or fully closed position. As the studs and holes lineup the door panels
will slide down into place.
TETHERS AND CABLE-LOCKS

To simplify the process of securing the tethers and cable locks it is useful
to pre-position the cable lock on the tether. After the tether has been
secured to the header with the thumb screw, determine the best final
position for the cable lock. Adjust the position of the cable lock on the
tether so there is no slack between the header and the cable lock. Then
thread the loose end of the tether through the desired hole in the top of
the cabinet or other secure location and then run the tether through the
cable lock and remove all slack (See pages 6 and 7).
Attach the tether to the end of the header with the thumb screw
before looping the tether through a secure location.
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6', 7', and 8' Sliding Doors Installation
Included Parts

NOTE:

No Tools Required

C
VERTICAL POSTS
A

Vertical Post Left

x1

B

Vertical Post Right

x1

HEADER ASSEMBLY
C

Header Assembly

x1

DOOR PANELS

A

D

Door Panel Left

x1

E

Door Panel Right

x1

F

D

E

G

B

SIDELIGHTS
F

Sidelight Left

G Sidelight Right

x1
x1

END CAP KIT

H Thumb Screws

x2

I

Header End Cap Left

x1

J

Header End Cap Right

x1

TETHER KIT
K

Tether Cable

H

I

J

K

L

M

x2

HEADER ASSEMBLY

2

L

Header Knob

M

Sliding Door Shims

x4
x 12

x2

x1

x1

x2

x 12
x4
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STEP 1

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 4

Attach Sidelights to the Vertical Posts and
mount them to cabinets.
1.1 Stand the left Vertical Post (latch on the
left, shoulder screws on the right) and left
Sidelight (keyhole slots on the left) vertically,
with the mating edges aligned. Tilt both to
the right until the shoulder screws in the
Vertical Post align with and drop into the
keyhole slots in the Sidelight (Figure 1),
then tilt them back to the left to lock them
together (Figure 2).
1.2 Slightly angle the Vertical Post and
Sidelight assembly and place the bottom of
the post up against the bottom front edge
of the cabinet frame, aligning Anti-Shear
Plates to the edge of the cabinet frame.
Pivot the Vertical Post and Sidelight assembly
up against the side of the cabinet. NOTE:
Anti-Shear Plates should be ﬂush against the
cabinet frame, behind the cabinet door, if
present (Figure 3).

FIGURE 2

1.3 Lock each of the (3) magnets on top
of the Vertical Post by turning the knob
clockwise to the lock position. The Vertical
Post and Sidelight assembly will be secured
to the cabinet (Figure 4).
1.4 Repeat the same process for the right
side Vertical Post and Sidelight components.
3
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STEP 2

FIGURE 1

Install Header on top of the Vertical Posts
and Sidelights.
PREPARATION: Make

sure Vertical Posts and
Sidelights are ﬂush; unaligned top surfaces
will interfere with Header installation.
2.1 Hold the Header Assembly on top of the
Sidelight with the t-slot facing down and the
Door Slides facing away from the cabinets.
Position the Header Assembly so the left end
rests on the left Sidelight just inside of the
locating pins and the other side of the header
is positioned just above the right Sidelight
and Vertical Post. The Header will be nearly
level with the ﬂoor and as close to the cabinet
as possible (Figure 1).

FIGURE 2

2.2 Slide the Header Assembly to the left so
the locating pins on top of the left Sidelight
and Vertical Post slide into the t-slot in the
bottom of the header. Ensure the cinch down
latch pin is aligned with the t-slot and also
slides into the Header (Figure 2).
2.3 Slide the Header Assembly to the left
until the right end of the header is just past
the locating pins on the right Sidelight
(Figure 3).
NOTE: Unlocking the Vertical Post
MagSwitches allows for movement of
the Vertical Post and Sidelight to make
aligning the locating pins easier.
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STEP 2

FIGURE 4

2.4 Slide the Header Assembly back to the
right, such that the locating pins on top of
the right Sidelight and Vertical Post and the
cinch down latch pin slide into the t-slot in
the bottom of the Header (Figure 4).
2.5 Center the Header so an even length of
Header protrudes past each of the Vertical
Posts (Figure 5).
2.6 Lock the Header Assembly to the
Vertical Post(s) by pulling down on the
Vertical Post latch handles (Figure 6).

FIGURE 5

FIGURE 6
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FIGURE 1

STEP 3

FIGURE 2

Install the Header End Caps and
Tether Cables.

Installing the
Transom Window?
Please refer to the Transom Window
Install Guide on page 11 at this point if
you are installing a Transom Window.

x 10

x1

x1

x2
FIGURE 3

3.1 Place Header End Caps on the
end of the Header Assembly with the
guide tabs fitting inside the Header
extrusion. (Figure 1).
3.2 Place the Thumb Screw through the
eyelet at the end of the Tether cable, then
partially thread the Thumb Screw through
the Header End Cap and into the end of
the Header Assembly. Do not fully tighten
the Thumb Screw at this point (Figure 2).
3.3 Pull the end of the Tether Cable over
the top of the cabinet and loop through a
secure location (Figure 3).
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STEP 3

FIGURE 4

3.4 Once the Tether Cable is looped
through a secure location, push the end of
the Tether Cable through the cable lock in
the opposite direction, and pull gently to
remove all slack (Figure 4).
3.5 Tighten the Thumb Screw to secure the
Tether Cable and Header End Cap to the
Transom Window (Figure 5).
3.6 Repeat on the opposite end of the
Header Assembly.

FIGURE 5
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FIGURE 1

STEP 4

Hang Door Panels on Header Assembly

x4

x 12

4.1 Align the bottom of the door inside
the guide channel (Figure 1).
4.2 Align the Door Panel cleat with
the slider studs on the Header Assembly
(Figure 2).
4.3 Place the Door Panel cleat on top of
the slider studs and make sure the bottom
of the Door Panel lands inside the guide
channel (Figure 3).

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

4.4 Check the seam where the Door Panels
meet. If the Door Panels are not parallel
then lift the Door Panel and place Sliding
Door Shims on the slider studs under the
door cleat to fine tune the Sliding Door
Panel alignment (Figure 4).

FIGURE 4

guide
channel
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STEP 4

FIGURE 5

4.5 Use the Header Knobs to secure the
Door Panel to the slider (Figure 5).
4.6 Repeat for the opposite door.
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Sliding Doors Stay Open Mechanism

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

STEP 1

Adjusting and using the Stay
Open Mechanism.
The Sliding Doors have a Stay Open
Mechanism which can be adjusted to keep
the Sliding Doors open at different widths.
To adjust the Stay Open Mechanism, loosen
the Thumb Screw approximately one
rotation, and slide the mechanism to the
location you want the doors held open.
To use the Stay Open Mechanism, open
a door past the mechanism then rotate
the lever out to 90 degrees to engage the
physical stop (Figure 1).
To release the Stay Open Mechanism, push
the door open slightly and rotate the lever
back under the Header. Repeat for each
side (Figure 2). The Sliding Doors will now
close normally.

10
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Transom Window Installation
Included Parts
A

TRANSOM WINDOW
A

Transom Window

NOTE:

x1

No Tools Required
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TRANSOM WINDOW INSTALLATION

FIGURE 1

PREPARATION: If the Transom Window is
being installed at the same time as the
Sliding Door, skip Step 1 below.

Make sure not to set the Transom
Window on End Caps to prevent bending
them. Always remove the Transom Window
when relocating the doors.
NOTE:

TW.1 Remove Thumb Screws, Tether
Cables, and Header End Caps on previously
installed Sliding Doors. The Header End
Caps that came with the doors will not be
used (Figure 1).
TW.2 Place Transom Window on top of
header with the attached Transom End
Caps sliding over both ends of the Header
Assembly (Figure 2).
TW.3 Place a Thumb Screw through the
eyelet at the end of a Tether Cable, and
then partially thread the Thumb Screw
through the Transom End Cap (attached
to the Transom Window) and into the end
of the Header Assembly. Note: Do not
fully tighten the Thumb Screw at this point
(Figure 3).
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FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3
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TRANSOM WINDOW INSTALLATION

FIGURE 4

TW.4 Pull the end of the Tether Cable over
the top of the cabinet and loop through a
secure location. Once the Tether Cable is
looped through a secure location, push the
end of the cable through the Tether Cable
Lock in the opposite direction, and pull
tightly to remove all slack (Figure 4).
TW.5 Tighten the Thumb Screw to secure
the Tether Cable and End Cap (Figure 5).
TW.6 Repeat on the opposite end of the
Transom Window to secure the Transom
Window to the Header Assembly.
Please go to Step 4 on page 8 to
continue Sliding Doors Installation.

FIGURE 5
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Aisle Width Reduction Kit Installation
Installing the AisleLok® Sliding Doors
on non-standard/smaller size aisles can
be achieved by utilizing an Aisle Width
Reduction Kit. We offer multiple kits
to accommodate a variety of aisle widths.
Please contact us or visit our website
to determine which kit is right for
your application.

Included Parts
EXTENDED ANTI-SHEAR PLATE

14

A

Extended Anti-Shear Plate x 4

B

Hex Wrench

x1

A
B

A I S L E W I D T H R E D U C T I O N K I T I N S TA L L AT I O N

AISLE WIDTH REDUCTION KIT INSTALLATION

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 4

FIGURE 5

NOTE: Metallic side panels must be installed
on aisle end cabinets; Tether Cables must
be in place.

1.1 Locate the left Vertical Post. The
AisleLok® Sliding Doors come preinstalled
with standard Anti-Shear Plates (Figure 1).
1.2 Remove the top Anti-Shear Plate with
the included hex wrench by removing the
top and bottom fastener (Figure 2).
1.3 Replace the standard Anti-Shear Plate
with an extended Anti-Shear Plate and
ensure that the collar is installed on the
bottom fastener (Figure 3).
1.4 Remove the bottom Anti-Shear Plate
with the included hex wrench by removing
the top and bottom fastener (Figure 4).
1.5 Replace the standard Anti-Shear Plate
with an extended Anti-Shear Plate and
ensure that the collar is installed on the
top fastener (Figure 5).
1.6 Repeat steps 1 – 5 for the right
Vertical Post.
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Adjustable Mounting Post Installation

The Adjustable Mounting Post (10169)
serves as a vertical support structure for the
attachment of containment doors (and/or Rack
Gap Panels) in uneven rows.

C

D

A

The Adjustable Mounting Post is sold
separately. Contact your sales representative
or see our website for more information.
NOTE:

x2

x2

Included Parts
E

F

ADJUSTABLE MOUNTING POST
A

Adjustable Mounting Post, Top

x1

B

Adjustable Mounting Post, Bottom

x1

POST ASSEMBLY HARDWARE

x4
C

3/8" Flanged Hex Head Screws

x2
B

FLOOR MOUNTING KIT

16

G

D

1-5/8" W x 13/16" H x 30" L Unistruts x 2

E

Carriage Bolts

x4

F Flat Washers

x4

G Lock Nuts

x4

x4

x4
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ADJUSTABLE MOUNTING POST INSTALLATION

FIGURE 1

Attaching the Vertical Posts
Install the Adjustable
Mounting Post separately. Please refer to
the Adjustable Mounting Post Installation
Guide. When using the Adjustable
Mounting Post with AisleLok® Sliding
Doors, the vertical posts may be mounted
on either the wide or narrow side of the
Adjustable Mounting Post.
PREPARATION:

AMP.1 Slightly angle the Vertical Post and
place the bottom of the post up against the
bottom edge of the Adjustable Mounting
Post. Pivot the Vertical Post up against
the side of the Adjustable Mounting Post,
align the Vertical Post with the edge of the
Adjustable Mounting Post (Figure 1).

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

AMP.2 Lock each of the magnets on top
of the Vertical Post by turning the knobs
clockwise to the lock position (Figure 2).
AMP.3 Attach the Anti-Shear Plates to the
side of the Vertical Post. Anti-Shear Plates
should align with the front edge of the
Adjustable Mounting Post (Figure 3).
AMP.4 Repeat the same process for the
remaining Vertical Post, on either a cabinet
frame or another Adjustable Mounting Post.
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ADJUSTABLE MOUNTING POST INSTALLATION

FIGURE 4

Attaching the Tether Cable to the
Adjustable Mounting Post
AMP.5 Place a Thumb Screw through
the eyelet at the end of the Tether Cable
through the Header End Cap and into the
end of the Header Assembly. Do not fully
tighten the Thumb Screw at this point
(Figure 4).
AMP.6 Run the end of the Tether Cable
into the top of the adjustable mounting
post and loop it through one of the D-Rings
that are on the inside of the top post
assembly (Figure 5).
AMP.7 Once the Tether Cable is looped
through the D-Ring, push the end of the
Tether Cable through the Cable Lock in the
opposite direction, and pull to remove all
slack (Figure 6).
AMP.8 Tighten the Thumb Screw to
secure the Tether and Header End Cap
and repeat on the opposite end of the
Header Assembly.
Please go to Step 4 on page 8 to continue
Sliding Doors Installation.
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FIGURE 5

FIGURE 6
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Mechanical Installation
TIPS

The Sliding Door’s Vertical Posts may need to be mechanically fastened
to cabinets for some of the following reasons:
Magnets do not sufficiently adhere to cabinets with side panels that
cover the frame
Magnets do not adhere to cabinets with aluminum frames
Magnets do not sufficiently adhere to cabinets with thin sheet
metal frames
Mechanical attachment is preferred or required

19
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MECHANICAL INSTALLATION

FIGURE 1

Mechanical Installation of
Sliding Doors

FIGURE 2

front of
cabinet

DO NOT
DRILL AT
THESE
LOCATIONS

Hardware not included!
Max drill bit size: Ø .201" [5mm]
NOTE:

drill
guides

MI.1 Determine where on the cabinet
you are going to place the Vertical Post
(Figure 1).

FIGURE 3

MI.2 Locate the two guides which are
slight indentations that run vertically on the
Vertical Post. Guides are located to insure
the inner structural members will be missed
when drilling and screwing through the
Vertical Posts (Figure 2).

front of
cabinet

MI.3 Slightly angle the Vertical Post and
place the bottom of the post up against the
bottom edge of the cabinet frame. Pivot
the Vertical Post up against the side of the
cabinet (Figure 3).
MI.4 Once the hardware locations on the
Vertical Post and cabinet are determined,
remove the Vertical Post from the server
room and drill the necessary through holes.
Make sure to remove all shavings and or
debris before Vertical Posts are returned to
the server room (Figure 4).

20

FIGURE 4

left side
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of door
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MECHANICAL INSTALLATION

FIGURE 5

MI.5 Slightly angle the Vertical Post and
place the bottom of the post up against
the bottom edge of the cabinet frame.
Pivot the Vertical Post up against the side
of the cabinet. Align the Vertical Post with
the determined hardware locations on the
cabinet (Figure 5).

front of
cabinet

MI.6 Use hardware to attach the Vertical
Post to the cabinet.
MI.7 If being placed on ferrous metal, lock
each of the magnets on top of the vertical
post by turning the knobs clockwise to the
lock position (Figure 6).

FIGURE 6

MI.8 Repeat the same process for the
remaining Vertical Post.

left side
of door
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Troubleshooting
DOOR EDGES ARE NOT PARALLEL WHERE THEY MEET

POSSIBLE CAUSE: Normal

FIGURE 1

material variations.

Use included shims to adjust the side to side angle of the doors.
If there is a gap at the top where the doors meet, then place a shim(s) on
the outer stud(s). If there is a gap at the bottom of the doors, then place a
shim(s) on the inner stud(s).
SOLUTION:

See Figure 1 (gap at the top) and Figure 2 (gap at the bottom).

TETHER CABLE-LOCK IS STUCK

POSSIBLE CAUSE: The

lock has been engaged with force.

SOLUTION: While applying pressure to the cable release tab, push the cable
into the cable-lock in the opposite direction you are trying to move it, the
cable will then release.
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FIGURE 2
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DOORS ARE NOT ALIGNED AT THE BOTTOM, ONE IS MORE FORWARD

FIGURE 3

POSSIBLE CAUSE: The

mounting surfaces are not parallel. If doors are
mounted to cabinets then the cabinets are not plumb.
Adjust the leveling feet of the cabinets to bring the sides of the
cabinets into the same plane. From outside the aisle looking at the doors, if
the right side door is more forward at the bottom, then use the leveling feet
to tilt the cabinet on the right toward you. If the door on the right is further
back at the bottom, then tilt the cabinet on the right away from you.
SOLUTION:

See Figure 3.

DOORS DO NOT CLOSE ALL THE WAY, OR LAG WHEN CLOSING

POSSIBLE CAUSE: Uneven

ﬂoors cause excessive drag on the bottom

brush seal.
Use the included shims to raise both doors. Place the same
number of shims on each of the slide studs to raise both doors evenly.
SOLUTION:

POSSIBLE CAUSE: The

header is not level.

Ensure the header is level. To adjust for ﬂoors that are not level,
release the Magswitch magnets, pry the Vertical Post up and place shims
under the post until the header is level. Engage the Magswitch magnets.
SOLUTION:
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Limited Warranty
Upsite Technologies, Inc. (the Company) warrants to the original purchaser
that products delivered hereunder will be free of defects in materials and
workmanship for a period of twelve (12) months from the date of purchase
(the “Warranty Period”).
The Company shall, at its option, within the Warranty Period, either repair or
replace free of charge, any product or part thereof found, upon the Company’s
inspection, to be defective in materials and workmanship, and will return the
repaired or replaced product to the purchaser at Company’s expense.
For warranty service and shipping instructions, contact the Company at the
telephone number shown below. If the product is under warranty and the defect
appears to be covered by this Limited Warranty, the Company will issue to the
purchaser a Notice of Authorization For Warranty Return. Products returned to the
Company for warranty service must be accompanied by a statement of defect, the
Notice of Authorization for Warranty Return provided by the Company, and proof
of purchase.
This Limited Warranty is conditioned on the following:
The Company must be notified within 12 months of purchase and have been given
the opportunity of inspection by return of any alleged defective product free and
clear of all liens and encumbrances to the Company or its manufacturer; and
The product must not have been abused, misused, or improperly maintained, and/
or non-Upsite authorized repair performed during such period; and
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Such defect has not been caused by corrosion or exposure to other than ordinary
wear and tear; and
The installation and use of the product has been in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions and not been modified or customized to include but not
limited to cut, resized, burned, glued, bent, re-shaped, disassembled, attachments
added to, improperly installed or used in a manner other than intended.
The company makes no other express or implied warranty or representation of any
kind whatsoever including any warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular
purpose and all such other warranties are hereby included.
The Company’s maximum liability hereunder is limited to the purchase price of the
product. In no event shall the Company be liable for any consequential, indirect,
incidental, or special damages of any nature arising from the sale or use of the
product, whether based in contract, tort, strict liability, or otherwise.
Note: Some jurisdictions do not allow limitations on incidental or consequential
damages or how long an implied warranty lasts, so that the above limitations may
not fully apply. This warranty gives specific legal rights and you may also have other
rights which may vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.
For complete warranty and repair information Call 888.982.7800 or visit upsite.com
U.S. and International Patents Pending
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+1.888.982.7800

505.798.0200

info@upsite.com

upsite.com

